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MLP Instructor information

Instructors in MLP-you have an Instructor tab at the top of your page-so how did it get there?
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In your profile managed at the District level, you have this marked off:
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You have been given the task to facilitate trainings within your district. 

As an Instructor, you can be chosen when catalog activities are made from the “Instructor box” within the creation of each catalog activity.
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Once you are selected from the box, you now monitor the activities that you are assigned to as the Instructor.









You will also appear as the Instructor in the description in the catalog. 
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With the Instructor tab and the mention in the description-how do you get to see your roster?

On your Instructor tab, click and a new dialog box opens with the course you have been assigned to. The one listed below is Daniel’s course that he is facilitating.
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After clicking on the blue named activity that you are managing, you can now see all options that an Instructor MAY have in this system for this activity.
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Instructors can: print out their own sign in sheets always, Instructor-confirm attendance when the activity has not been “touched” by the catalog admin after creation.

 If the Catalog Admin does edit the activity in anyway, they have just negated the ability to “Instructor Confirm” attendance for that activity for that person. 

“Instructor confirm” allows the Instructor to create their sign in sheets, collect the signatures and then submit to the catalog admin for finalization. 

The Catalog Admin will then log in and grant the final “complete” so the activity will move to the person’s recently completed activity.

Notice this activity attendance is marked in white: this means the Instructor is not able to Instructor confirm attendance for this activity.

If you are able to Instructor-confirm attendance, you will need the sign in sheet, your access to MLP and the Instructor tab, click on the blue named activity and then “activity attendance” which would be in purple lettering. Check off the attendees and set the attendees to the instructor confirmed. 

Any documentation from an activity should be turned in immediately for audit purposes.





